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ABSTRACT

As a theory-based practice, systems-centered therapy (SCT) posits that integrating 
differences is essential for development and transformation. Ruptures over differ-
ences that are “too different” are inevitable in groups. Importantly, when ruptures 
are not repaired, groups fixate in survival. SCT groups use functional subgroup-
ing to develop a secure context for repairing ruptures in the here-and-now and 
integrating differences. This article presents theory, examples, and transcripts 
demonstrating how functional subgrouping repairs ruptures and how SCT’s 
person-as-a-system theory guides its work with ruptures by weakening past survi-
vor roles as they are repeated in the present: enabling ruptures to be 
repaired within and between the person, group members, leaders, and the whole 
group, rather than repeating past roles that if not undone inhibit development 
and lead to ruptures in the present.
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A  mother was socializing her five-year-old son, Art, with the goal of 
his eating his lunch when he wanted only chips. The mother made his 
having five chips contingent on eating half of his sandwich. Art 
complied, very different from cooperating, and after eating the sand-
wich, glared angrily at his mother, signaling a rupture between them. 
The mother responded, acknowledged his anger, and told him that 
eating his sandwich first would help him not get tired. She then 
invited Art for a hug. He responded affectionately, smiling at the 
restoration of the affiliative relationship that had been temporarily 
ruptured when what systems-centered therapy (SCT) calls the “socia-
lization roles” took priority over the affiliative/attachment roles. In 
the repair, the conflict resolved as both the affiliative/attachment 
goals and the socialization goals were integrated and were no longer 
too different! In SCT, integrating differences is the heart of the 
change process for all living human systems, be it a single person or 
a parent/child system or a group system.

As a human species, we are often challenged by differences. Yet in 
SCT, differences are essential for development: all living human systems 
“survive, develop and transform by discriminating and integrating differ-
ences, differences in the apparently similar and similarities in the appar-
ently different” (Agazarian & Gantt, 2000, p. 191). SCT groups introduce 
functional subgrouping to explore differences, enabling them to be 
integrated more easily; subgrouping also repairs the ruptures that differ-
ences can stimulate. Finally, functional subgrouping, in its process of 
discriminating and integrating differences, supports the primary goals 
(survival, development, and transformation) of all living human systems.

The rupture with Art and his mother occurred from two conflicting 
role-systems with different goals that were initially too different for the 
parent/child system to integrate. In SCT, every role relates to a goal. 
The goal of the affiliative/attachment role-system is survival by provid-
ing a secure base with care-seeking and care-giving roles. The goal of 
the social role-system is to manage conflicts between attunement 
goals and socializing goals like healthy eating habits. For Art and his 
mother, this socialization goal initially conflicted with their secure 
affiliative/attachment role-system and its goal. The two different 
roles had different goals. Their repair enabled integrating the initially 
conflicting differences in the roles and goals. This example illustrates 
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how a reparative containment of a rupture, in this case by first 
reflecting Art’s feeling (containing him) and then inviting a hug 
that restored their affiliative connection, repaired the rupture and 
enabled developing social roles that worked and that can continue to 
develop as their system develops.

In contrast, when repeated ruptures are neither contained nor 
repaired, differences cannot be easily integrated. Our adaptations 
are then more likely to be what SCT calls “closed survivor roles,” 
oriented to our survival goal, yet closed to differences thereby truncat-
ing our development. For example, when rupture occurs without 
reparative containment, human systems often stabilize in social survi-
vor role pairings (such as dominant/compliant or dominant/submis-
sive). These closed survivor roles and role pairings (which SCT calls 
“role locks”) manage the ruptures, closing to protect us and our 
relationships at the cost of our development. Frequently, these closed 
survivor roles emerge in psychotherapy groups, triggered by a rupture 
or past look-alikes. Just as the survivor roles in our parent/child 
example can inhibit that system’s development, a group system can 
stabilize in survivor roles or role locks related to past adaptations that 
fixate development.

Conflict in a group always signals a difference. In SCT, though 
differences are essential for development, they are inherently challen-
ging for us as our interactions over differences can easily lead to 
ruptures. Even the dynamic conflicts characteristic of each phase of 
group development (Agazarian, 1997) often spawn ruptures that 
inevitably arouse our past social survivor roles and our even earlier 
affiliative/attachment survivor roles, all of which were adaptive solu-
tions to ruptures in our past contexts (Agazarian et al., in press). In 
fact, any kind of here-and-now rupture in a group (often triggered by 
conflicts over differences) easily elicits our past survivor role-systems, 
making it that much harder to effect a repair in the present where 
change can happen. The process of repairing in the present is the 
heart of group psychotherapy. Without repairing, group systems sta-
bilize in closed survivor roles: in the inner-person system of each 
person, in the inter-person system, and in the group system-as 
-a-whole (see Figure 1a).
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ELABORATING SCT’S THEORY AND DEFINING RUPTURE FROM 
A SYSTEMS FRAMEWORK

Systems-centered therapy is a theory-based model; it implements 
a theory of living human systems (TLHS). This theory informed our 
earlier discussion about Art and his mother. More formally, TLHS 
defines “a hierarchy of isomorphic systems that are energy-organizing, 
goal-directing, and self-correcting” (Agazarian, 1997, p. 18). Hierarchy 
defines each system as existing in the context of a larger system and as 
the context for a smaller system. Figure 1a illustrates a hierarchy with 
three nested systems: inner-person system, inter-person system, and 
whole system. Energy defined as equivalent to information comes 
from the inner-person system. In a therapy group, this energy is 
organized in inter-person systems as members come together in sub-
groups that discriminate and integrate differences in the service of 
survival, development, and transformation. Isomorphy defines similarity 
in structure and function for systems in a defined hierarchy. Structure 
is defined as boundaries that open or close to energy/information; for 
example, closing in a rupture. Systems function to survive, develop, 

Figure 1. SCT's theory of the person-as-a-system. All figures included in this 
article are copyrighted by the Systems-Centered Training and Research 

Institute (SCTRI) and reprinted here with permission of SCTRI.
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and transform from simpler to more complex using functional sub-
grouping to discriminate and integrate differences.

Rupture, a commonly used term in psychotherapy, is often defined 
as disruption in a relationship or relational regulation (Schore, 2019) 
or failure in an alliance (Eubanks et al., 2018) whether in psychother-
apy or a marriage or a parent/child system. Using systems theory, 
rupture can be defined as a disruption in the structure, function, or 
goal-oriented energy flow within or between any level of the system 
hierarchy: inner-person, inter-person, or whole system. For example, 
any time a conflict disrupts system structure, boundaries close and 
there are fewer differences (less energy) available, stabilizing the 
system and skewing it more toward survival with less development 
and transformation.

FROM THEORY TO GROUP PRACTICE

SCT’s illustration (Figure 1) of the person-as-a-system bridges this 
theory into practice, showing how past adaptive roles with closed 
boundaries impact each system level (Figure 1b). Paradoxically, this 
illustration was developed after a major rupture in our large group at 
our yearly SCT conference. What started as useful feedback degener-
ated to scapegoating. The group recognized this and began repairing 
the ruptures. In SCT, “integrating differences” is the core of our 
theory, so that scapegoating differences violated our norms and 
values. This led to revising SCT theory and developing our role-system 
map (Agazarian et al., in press).

SCT’s Person-as-a-System Map: Tracking Ruptures at All System Levels

The more complex illustration (Figure 1b) has proven useful in 
applying SCT theory to rupture and repair. In this map, the inner- 
person (or in human language, person-as-self) is where we feel like 
ourselves – it is also the source of our life force energy and explora-
tory drive both for ourselves and as fuel for any living human 
systems of which we are part. Our inner-person system organizes 
its two different energies in two role-systems: survivor and explorer. 
The role boundaries in each open and close to titrate the energy/ 
information that comes in and goes out within our self and with 
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others. When secure, our boundaries are open to ourselves and 
others.

In contrast, a rupture typically arouses a past adaptive role in our 
inner-person survivor (depicted in Figure 2b). We close our bound-
aries to protect and stabilize ourselves (inner-person), our relation-
ships (inter-person), and the group system. Closed survivor roles 
adaptively stabilize and safeguard us by keeping out differences that 
are too different, a driving force1 for the goal of survival and stability 
and a restraining force for development. Our past closed survivor 
roles developed to manage our past ruptures, often early in life. 
When activated in the present, these past survivor roles easily lead to 
ruptures with their mostly closed boundaries, both to part of ourselves 
and with others. Closed systems keep out differences; for example, 
closing to how the present differs from the past. Thus, our closed 
survivor roles can survive, but not develop.

Figure 2. Open and closed role-systems. All figures included in this article 
are copyrighted by the Systems-Centered Training and Research Institute 

(SCTRI) and reprinted here with permission of SCTRI. 

1 SCT has drawn heavily from Lewin’s work with the force field (Lewin, 1951) in recognizing 
that all role-systems will have driving and restraining forces dependent on the goal of the role- 
system and the context.
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As a closed survivor system exists in a hierarchy of isomorphic systems 
(Figure 1b), it signals similarly closed boundaries in the inter-person 
and system-as-a-whole. Recognizing a closed role in our inner-person 
alerts us to information about the potential for change in the whole 
system. Importantly, the inter-person system, the middle system in the 
hierarchy, is the most influential system for change with its contiguous 
boundaries with both adjacent systems.

SCT groups use functional subgrouping to activate a developing 
inter-person system to discriminate and integrate differences. In con-
trast, when our closed survivor roles (past adaptive) fuel the inter- 
person system, we are more related to survival goals and we often 
induce others into reciprocal survival roles leading to role locks such 
as identified patient/helper, one-up/one-down, or dominant/submis-
sive. The goal of role locks is personal survival and whole system 
stabilization, not development and transformation.

These three are interdependent systems: the inner-person fuels the 
inter-person system, both are governed by the norms of the whole 
group system. At the same time, the inter-person system fuels devel-
opment for the whole group system and also for the inner-person 
system. Thinking theoretically, ruptures in a group relate not just to 
the inner-person system, but also to ruptures in the interactions 
within and between the inter-person system, and the whole group 
system whose phase of development primes the system for predictable 
ruptures.

ATTACHMENT AND GROUP PSYCHOTHERAPY

SCT (Agazarian, 1997) has long been influenced by Bowlby (1982), 
Heard and Lake (1997), and McCluskey (2002) in integrating attach-
ment theory and research into SCT. More recently, SCT’s person-as 
-a-system and its elaboration as a role-system map enables seeing 
attachment issues as closed survivor roles or role-system adaptations 
to ruptures.

Interest has been growing in building links between attachment 
theory and research, and group psychotherapy (Marmarosh, 2014, 
2017) now being actualized in recent research studies (described by 
Leszcz, 2017; Tasca, 2014). For example, Tasca (2014) summarized 
results from three studies showing, respectively, sustained improvement 
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in attachment insecurity maintained after group therapy ended; 
a relationship between learning and attachment anxiety in groups; 
and changes in attachment to one’s group positively impacting indivi-
duals’ attachments.

Recent work from Mikulincer and Shaver (2017) also linked attach-
ment theory and group therapy. Building on Bowlby’s (1982) focus on 
attachment plasticity over the life span, they proposed a group model 
of changes in attachment: “Repeated interactions with responsive and 
supportive leaders and cohesive groups beneficially alter a person’s 
attachment patterns and psychological functioning” (p. 161). SCT 
also hypothesizes a third variable in a group model of attach-
ment change, that is the extent of subgrouping functionally, as func-
tional subgrouping develops the attuned understanding with the 
other so essential to attachment security.

In addition, interpersonal neurobiology has also proven helpful in 
understanding how group therapy can serve as a secure base that 
enables repairs and modifies attachment patterns. Schore (2019, 
2020) emphasized how psychotherapy, including group, relies on 
right to right brain co-regulation in “the co-constructed attachment 
relationship that is embedded in the therapeutic alliance” (Schore, 
2019, p. 11). Flores and Porges (2017) linked polyvagal theory and 
group therapy, describing how group leaders influence “recurring 
face-to-face social interactions” activating social engagement circuitry 
which provides a secure base for exploring that contributes to attach-
ment and emotional regulation. SCT emphasized the importance of 
the secure relational context of functional subgrouping as a co-reg-
ulating system activating ventral vagal functioning (Porges, 2011) that 
provides alternatives to earlier survivor attachment roles (Gantt, 2018) 
that rely more on sympathetic or parasympathetic nervous system 
function.

Applying SCT Theory in Working with Rupture and Repair

All roles are systems that organize energy toward a goal. In our 
primary survivor roles, our boundaries can open to our life force 
and exploratory drive (curiosity about the new) and close to titrate 
energy (differences that are “too different”). In these open roles, we 
are free to explore ourselves and the world and we also know (Figure 
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2a) that it is our birthright to receive care, similar to what attachment 
literature calls “secure attachment” (McCluskey, 2002) and consistent 
with Porges (2011) seeing co-regulation as our preferred neural func-
tion. Yet resonance and attunement always fluctuate in human sys-
tems: for example, both the child/parent system and the developing 
child system titrate their boundaries to manage these fluctuations, 
closing for safety and stability and opening when secure. When loss 
of attunement causes a rupture that is not contained and repaired, 
systems stabilize in closed survivor roles. With repetition, these closed 
boundaries can become more fixed and enduring, less able to respon-
sively open and close to context. These closed survivor roles (Figure 
2b) ensured our survival with our parenting people in the past, when 
we had to stay related to survive. In the present, past closed roles 
orient us to survival at the expense of development.

Repairing a Rupture from a Past Closed Survivor Role in the Present

Returning to the rupture between Art and his mother, his angry glare 
at her came from his closed survivor role-system (“resentful, compli-
ant” role) in his inner-person system (Figure 2b). If his mother had 
reacted angrily to his glare, their parent/child system (inter-person) 
could have stabilized in a dominant/submissive role lock more 
oriented to survival than development. A series of similar unrepaired 
ruptures with Art and his mother could lead to an enduring role lock. 
We could then envision 5-year-old Art as 25-year-old Arthur in 
a therapy group “going along” to keep the peace while silently sim-
mering, likely triggered by a leader actively “socializing” the group to 
SCT norms in the flight/fight phase of the group. Arthur’s angry, 
compliant “going along” role (inner-person closed survivor) signals 
a rupture with the leader and/or the group. Identifying Arthur’s role 
as a subgroup voice for compliant members, an SCT leader would ask 
“who else?” was also going along with the leader, inviting these mem-
bers to subgroup together to explore their compliance. This develops 
the inter-person system of the group, as illustrated in the functional 
subgrouping below: 
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Arthur: I feel like giving up … anyone else? 
Jessie: You are giving up. [A first nods yes.] A: Not that I will but I feel like it! 
Jessie: You feel like giving up? [A: yes.] J: I don’t want to talk, I’m angry, 

anyone else? 
Terry: You don’t want to talk, and you are angry [J: you got me.], I’m angry 

too and I don’t like the group anymore, may not be right for me. 
Anyone else? 

Rosa: This group might not be right for you and you are angry too. 
[T nods.] 

Arthur’s correction of Jessie’s reflection of him in the second line 
(discriminating between feeling and acting) shows how subgrouping 
repairs moment-to-moment ruptures in their back and forth process, 
creating a repairing inter-person system and weakening the past 
closed survivor role in the present. It is also a good example of how 
the subgrouping norm, where members learn to ensure they are 
understood, gave Arthur an alternative to his “giving up” role as he 
shifted from going along by nodding yes to requiring Jessie to under-
stand him. In the subgrouping, more and more small differences 
emerged; for example, anger (fight) and impulse to leave (flight), 
both important to explore in a group in the transitional flight/fight 
phase. In co-regulating each other, subgrouping builds a secure base: 
members’ boundaries open as they explore, building containment 
and repairing ruptures as they occur. In SCT, functional subgrouping 
both repairs ruptures and lowers the frequency of ruptures occurring.

HOW FUNCTIONAL SUBGROUPING BUILDS A CO-REGULATING 
SYSTEM

As evident in the example of Arthur in the group, SCT group leaders 
establish the norm of functional subgrouping by training the group 
that after a member talks, the member ends by saying “anyone else?” 
The example with Arthur shows how the “anyone else?” lets the group 
know the member is done talking and ready to be joined. Whoever 
feels similarly or resonates joins by paraphrasing or reflecting the 
heart of the “talker’s” message until the “talker” feels understood 
(learning to join in this way develops resonance and attunement). 
After reflecting, the new “talker” looks around to the whole group and 
adds something similar with small differences, then also asking 
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“anyone else?” so they too will be joined. By establishing a secure base 
of feeling understood (Gantt, 2018), subgrouping builds a developing 
inter-person system influencing its members toward primary, develop-
ing survivor role-systems opening to small differences within the simi-
larities. By establishing a secure base, subgrouping makes it 
increasingly possible for both the curious explorer and survivor roles 
in the inner-person (see Figure 2a) to open to differences, so essential 
for development.

The process of reflection in functional subgrouping can also lead to 
what Schore (2019) calls “synchronized right brain-to-right brain ‘state 
sharing’” (p. 12), recognizable in subgrouping by resonant voice tones, 
inflections, nonverbal facial expressions, gestures, body experiences, 
expressions, and postures. This back and forth in subgrouping, to under-
stand and be understood, develops a co-regulating inter-person system, 
implicitly regulating what may be dysregulated and integrating small 
differences through an expanding series of interactive, resonant dyads 
(Agazarian et al., in press; Gantt, 2019a; Gantt & Agazarian, 2011, 2017; 
Gantt & Badenoch, in press). Members make eye contact when they are 
reflecting and joining others as understanding is never just about words, 
but also includes the nonverbal, implicit right to right brain communica-
tions. Most recently, SCT (Gantt, 2019b) has conceptualized functional 
subgrouping as a reparative neural exercise: reflecting and opening to 
small differences in a co-regulating context to decrease survivor roles 
that arise from the frustration of not being understood, a basic violation 
of our birthright.

How Functional Subgrouping Establishes a Secure Base

In functional subgrouping, no one is left to work alone. Every differ-
ence is joined as every difference is seen as a voice for oneself and also 
for the group. This leads to fewer ruptures over differences as every 
input is reflected with attunement and resonance and built on with 
something similar. If someone has a “new” difference, they ask if the 
group is ready for a difference. When the group is ready, the second 
subgroup works, reflecting and building with their similarities, also 
creating a secure base in their subgrouping so that the whole group’s 
conflicts are contained and explored in two different subgroups. In 
contrast to ruptures where boundaries close, in the security of 
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subgrouping, boundaries open: first to others in their subgroup, and 
later to discover similarities with the “other” subgroup, enabling 
integration of the differences in the whole group.

In subgrouping, each time the “talker” gets understood, the whole 
group feels more secure. Members learn to take their subgrouping 
role to understand the other and, in turn, to help others understand 
them. This establishes an alternative to the past survivor roles often 
elicited by not being understood and builds the group context for 
exploring ruptures whenever they happen. Exploring ruptures in 
subgrouping develops a secure system for repairing ruptures in the 
present rather than repeating past roles. Even more importantly, 
subgrouping begins a process of repairing the rupture in the past: 
the secure inter-person context activates the inner explorer role’s 
attunement and curiosity about the closed survivor role, what it pro-
tects and what the role knows. This kind of exploration happens in 
the intimacy phase, as illustrated later.

MORE THEORY TO PRACTICE: USING FUNCTIONAL SUBGROUPING 
TO REPAIR RUPTURES

SCT theory defines all living human systems as energy-organizing, 
goal-directing, and self-correcting. Functional subgrouping imple-
ments self-correcting. In human language, self-correcting is repairing. 
Rupture and repair are then normal functions of living human sys-
tems as they self-correct. Summarizing, ruptures (often over differ-
ences) lead to closed boundaries and functional subgrouping is 
a repairing process that opens boundaries by joining on similarities 
with only small differences. In fact, rupture and repair are essential 
for any living human system to develop – be it a group, a dyad, or an 
individual. Rupture signals a difference that is not yet integrated: 
a difference that is too different, too fast, too slow, too much, and 
so forth. In SCT, differences are vital for development, yet we cannot 
integrate them from a closed survivor role. Thus, functional sub-
grouping to repair ruptures is a self-correcting function for all levels 
of the system.

For example, when being paraphrased and reflected in subgroup-
ing, the person talking learns to “hang in” toward the goal of being 
understood rather than “giving up” or “lashing out.” Giving up or 
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lashing out are both behaviors from past closed survival roles, related 
respectively to flight and flight. Instead, the talker explores how to get 
understood and to keep experimenting (activating the curious obser-
ver role) with how to communicate so that he or she is understood by 
the listening person, however long it takes. This requirement provides 
an alternative to the closed survivor role of “giving up” or “compli-
ance.” For the listener, there is a similar challenge when it is hard to 
“get” the other, we often give up or lash out. Functional subgrouping 
enables us to come out of our closed inner-self into an inter-person 
collaboration that, in turn, develops our inner-person system. In this 
way, subgrouping implements a self-correcting process at all system 
levels: for both the talker and listener in the inner-person system; for 
the inter-person system of talker/listener toward its goal of commu-
nication; and for the whole system as it develops a norm of valuing 
and integrating differences. A systems orientation also makes it easier 
for group members to see their experience in context rather than 
personalizing, where we take something personally as wrong or bad 
about us, always signaling a rupture.

For example, in the flight subphase, the pull is to explain one’s 
feelings instead of exploring them, which will make it quite hard to 
feel understood. Not being understood almost inevitably leads to 
a survivor solution (closed survivor role-systems) in the inner-person 
system (rupture with the self) as well as rupture in the inter-person 
system level (see Figure 2b).

In this next illustration, the group was transitioning from flight to 
fight. Joe was reflecting Dave. Dave kept reiterating that Joe did not 
quite have him, adding more and more information and making it 
harder for Joe to understand him. They were both frustrated. The 
leader kept reminding them that it took both roles for the commu-
nication to work, engaging Dave as “talker” and Joe as “listener” to 
experiment with how to succeed in their communication. After 
20 minutes, they finally did it! Their relief was palpable to all. Dave 
then discovered he had been in a closed survivor role where he never 
expected to be understood and how, by continuing to reiterate, he 
never was. Joe discovered he had gone into self-blame when, as his 
frustration mounted over not “getting” Dave, he blamed himself and 
decided he must be getting dementia. SCT calls his turning his 
frustration back on himself “boomeranging” his irritation toward 
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Dave back on himself. In his self-blaming role, Joe could not see his 
frustration as a voice for the system of him and Dave, and the begin-
ning of fight in the whole group. This illustrates how ruptures belong 
not just with the person, but also to the group system. The personal 
response in rupture is a past adaptation, a closed inner-person survi-
vor role, yet it is triggered in the inter-person system and by the whole 
group phase influence on the interaction patterns.

We always experience rupture when we are in a closed survivor role, 
as we have cut off from a part of ourselves: we close for stability and 
protection of our life force, yet from our closed survivor role we can 
no longer relate fully to ourselves and our life force nor put our heart 
into shared inter-person goals. Further, we quite often violate the 
whole system norms in ruptures as we are no longer attuned to the 
larger system. Without attunement, we are more oriented to just 
ourselves (me) without a connection to others (we) or to our context. 
One rupture in a group begets others as the rupture will reverberate 
at all system levels.

REPAIRING PAST SURVIVOR ROLES IN THE HERE-AND-NOW OF THE 
GROUP

The transcript below shows a group subgrouping together, recogniz-
ing and repairing past survivor roles in the present with each other 
through the back and forth of being understood and understanding. 
This is an SCT theory group, meeting on a video link, exploring the 
person-as-a-system map and applying it to themselves. 

Don: I often feel a pull toward looking at myself when I’m listening to the 
rest of you. Then when I follow that pull, I look at myself and go 
hmm, I do all of these little evaluations about how I look. That’s 
inner-person for sure. And then I also have the experience some-
times of looking at myself and noticing that I don’t have much facial 
expression, like I have this kind of blank-face look that I’m getting 
curious about. And I have a concern that it might affect how other 
people relate to me and how I affect other people in the group. 
And I think that part is more inter-person. Also feel a little fru-
strated that I can’t have more facial mobility. Anybody else? … 
[Cindy’s reflection is omitted here for brevity.] 
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Cindy: [After reflecting, adding.] Yeah. And then actually when I see 
myself here I think, oh shit, do I look like that when I’m in 
a group? As I say it, that pops shame. Like I don’t want people to 
see some parts of me then. And this is a social survivor role. Like 
okay, I don’t have myself under control. Now I see your face is 
moving, Don. Okay, anyone else? Others too, yes, I see it. 
Everyone’s actually. I see the whole picture, the whole system here. 

Leader: The group-as-a-whole mobility. 
Cindy: The group-as-a-whole mobility. Yes, it is alive, the group. Like feelings 

and energy shines through the skin and through the eyes. And that 
moves me to feel more connected when I see that with everyone. Yeah. 

Leader: And less shaming and judging of yourself? 
Cindy: And much less. Not at all, actually, because I’m with, my attention is 

with you guys. [repairing past rupture with self in integrating the 
difference in the present experience] 

Leader: You’ve changed role-systems. 
Cindy: Yes. Ah moving, hmm. Yeah. Anyone else? 
Andrea: You’ve just changed role-systems from inner-person and looking at 

yourself, and judging yourself, either positive or negatively, and 
wondering how other people see you, and maybe some shame for 
how you look sometimes. 

Cindy: Mm-hmm [affirmative]. 
Andrea: To observing the whole group and seeing in that moment the group 

facial mobility. 
Cindy: Yeah. And it was funny because I first saw only Don, and then 

I widened and I saw everyone, everyone, the whole group. 
Andrea: At first you only saw Don, and then your perspective widened, you 

saw the whole group. Then you felt more connected, and you felt 
touched. Anything I missed? 

Cindy: Right now, I’m like wow, this is crossing a big boundary, 
a completely total, different, other system which has a totally differ-
ent impact on myself and on the whole system. 

Andrea: It was a bit of a wow there. And awareness of crossing the boundary 
from one role-system to another role-system. 

Cindy: Yes. Got me. 
Andrea: So, I resonate with a lot. One of the things is that I’m watching 

when my face gets tight, and how I have trained myself to open my 
face. And then I just noticed that it’s easier to have an open face 
when I really relate to people. 
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This illustrates how functional subgrouping provides an alternative 
inter-person system to repeating the early-life survivor solutions in the 
group. The subgrouping facilitated all three members repairing rup-
tures with the self (inner-person), developing both in the here-and- 
now and the “there-and-then” of the roles: Don’s face becomes 
mobile, Cindy moves through shame to self-connection, Andrea shifts 
from “training herself” to relating. This kind of repairing is ongoing 
work in all SCT groups. The other major SCT work on repair and 
rupture comes in the role work specific in each phase of system 
development, also nested in the subgrouping process.

PHASES OF SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT

SCT uses a phase model (Agazarian, 1997; Agazarian & Gantt, 2000, 
2003; Gantt & Agazarian, 2007) influenced strongly by the work of 
Bennis and Shepard (1956) and Bion (1961). SCT defines three 
major phases of development: (a) authority with subphases of flight, 
transition to fight, roles and role locks, and the crisis of hatred; (b) 
intimacy phase with its prototypic restraining roles of enchantment 
(related to anxious attachment) and disenchantment (avoidant 
attachment); and (c) the work phase with conflicts over knowing 
and using what one knows in context or following the “letter of the 
law” and violating the spirit. Throughout SCT, the group’s phase 
determines the work that can and cannot be done, as each phase 
also develops resources for the later phase work.

Working with Rupture and Repair Differently in Different Phases of System 
Development

Not only do here-and-now ruptures stimulate survivor roles, but each 
phase with its specific conflicts stimulates predictable survivor roles 
related to past ruptures and adaptations in the inner-person system. 
Compounding this, outputs from these past survivor roles often trig-
ger here-and-now ruptures, induce others into reciprocal roles, and 
perpetuate rupture with one’s self.
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Working with Ruptures in the Authority Phase

Ruptures in this phase relate primarily to social survivor roles. 
Starting in the flight subphase, SCT’s major work on ruptures is to 
establish functional subgrouping as a group norm as it builds 
a secure context in here-and-now reality. Also flight survivor roles 
are weakened by establishing reality-testing, which repairs our rela-
tionship to our cognitive functioning as we learn to “explore” instead 
of “explain.” In the fight subphase, we restore our relationship to 
our feelings as we learn to explore rather than enact. These sub-
phases then lay the foundation for undoing our social survivor roles 
in the role/role locks subphase; for example, one-up/one-down. 
This work repairs the ruptures to which these survivor roles adapted, 
both with one’s self and other group members. When enough of the 
peer role locks have been undone that the group members are more 
secure and contained by each other, the group transforms to the 
crisis of hatred.

Crisis of Hatred. In the security established with each other, members’ 
past role adaptations to ruptures emerge and get explored: ruptures 
related to authority and conflicts between affiliation and socialization 
goals. SCT’s emphasis on the crisis of hatred parallels Pat de Maré’s 
(Lenn & Stefano, 2012) work on how “active frustration” and “hate [is] 
not the adversary of Eros but the inevitable irreversible outcome of the 
frustration of Eros” (Agazarian, 2012, p. xxiii). Exploring and undoing 
the repetition compulsion roles with authority frees the “group 
eruptions of hatred towards the leader [which] as a barometric 
event … generate[s] the transition from preoccupations with authority 
into the phase of intimacy” (Agazarian, 2012, p. xxiii). Revisiting our first 
vignette with Art is useful here: when Art’s Eros was frustrated and his 
active frustration was contained in the mother/child system, Art could 
continue developing and learning to manage the inevitable frustrations 
of everyday life in the context of becoming socialized. Or again drawing 
from de Maré’s work, “Human aggression is the potential energy 
fundamental to fueling the flow of energy and information between all 
levels of human exchange” (Agazarian, 2012, p. xxii). Translating into 
systems theory, Agazarian (2012) identified “the crisis of hatred” as 
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a fulcrum event “common to the development of all isomorphic systems, 
whether the system be the person, member, sub-group, or the group-as 
-a-whole” (p. xxiii).

Repairing the rupture with our life force is vital. When we are in 
closed survivor roles, we have limited access to life force and creative 
energy. Our primary energy is constricted. Containment by the leader 
and the subgroups of the eruption of hatred toward the group leader 
makes it possible to repair our connection to our life force. Our closed 
survivor role-systems originally closed to our hatred to protect our self 
and our relationships. Undoing these roles repairs the here-and-now 
rupture and enables us to reconnect to our primary life force.

Each phase of system development sets the context for working with 
ruptures. In the authority phase, SCT works with social role-systems 
that managed conflicts between the requirements of socialization and 
affiliative/attachment roles. If not undone, these social survivor roles 
frequently repeat in this phase of group, enacting and triggering 
further ruptures.

Transcript of Crisis of Hatred. Below is a transcript of an advanced 
experiential SCT training group undoing their past survivor roles. 
The group members are learning by practicing with each other, 
undoing closed survivor roles as they emerge spontaneously in the 
here-and-now of the group. In this excerpt, Ted works with Geri while 
the leader consults to Ted. The role work starts by naming the role 
and its triggers in the group, activating curiosity (explorer role) and 
the inter-person observer role, vital for development. The here-and- 
now rupture in this excerpt between the member and leader is also 
the subgroup voice for the deeply painful personal disappointments 
with the leader and all authorities. Through the work, both the 
rupture between the member and the leader as well as the rupture 
with her own life force energy begins repairing. 

Ted: Do you know what triggers you into your “nobody there”? Did 
something happen? 

Geri: I think it happened already, when we were centering at the begin-
ning of group, not finding eyes, probably because I was already in 
my role. 
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Ted: So, you didn’t find eyes after centering2? You were probably already 
in your role? 

Geri: Yeah. 
Ted: So, tracking that back. 
Leader: Watch her eyes, she is going outside [her eyes looking around] and 

inside [eyes looking down]. Keep her outside [inter-person] right 
now. So, whose eyes were not there for her? 

Ted: So, whose eyes was not there for the “nobody there” role? 
Leader: That she couldn’t find. 
Ted: That you couldn’t find? What do you know? 
Geri: Leader’s eyes. 
Ted: You noticed that Leader’s eyes weren’t there; it triggered the 

“nobody there” role? 
Geri: Yes. 
Ted: Okay, so you noticed the trigger? Can you make space for that? 
Leader: No, finish this. … How does she feel toward our Leader whose eyes 

weren’t there? 
Ted: How do you feel toward our Leader when her eyes aren’t there? 
Leader: Remember this role holds a boomerang [SCT’s name for turning 

a retaliatory impulse against the self]. 
Ted: Oh, right. Yeah. 
Geri: I know, this role tends to go to this huge sadness, and I have 

a boomerang as well and I am choosing not to go to the sadness. 
Ted: Okay. 
Geri: Because it pulls me back to the role. 
Ted: Yeah. 
Mitch: [volunteer timekeeper] We have two minutes left in our working 

time. 
Leader: The sadness is probably depression from the boomerang, mis-coded 

as sadness. How does she feel toward Leader? 
Ted: So, how do you feel toward Leader? … 
Leader: If you don’t boomerang which was your past role solution. 
Ted: If you don’t boomerang, how do you feel toward Leader for 

triggering that role in you? For not meeting your eyes. 
Geri: I feel I want. [important work for the intimacy phase yet flight here 

from hatred.] 
Ted: You want. 
Geri: I want you to be there [turning toward Leader]. 

2 All SCT groups start by centering into one’s body to connect to one’s energy and then 
coming into the inter-person system of the group in roving eye contact.
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Ted: You want Leader to be there. 
Geri: And to look at me. 
Leader: And when I’m not? If you don’t turn the anger back toward you 

in a boomerang, how do you feel toward me for not being 
there? 

Geri: I hate you! I hate you! I hate you! 
Mitch: We’re at time. 
Geri: Oh my god, I hate that too. I’m discovering more space in my face, 

I feel alive. 

This excerpt illustrates the heart of the work with the disappoint-
ing authority in the “crisis of hatred,” restoring one’s life force by 
undoing the closed survivor role that both saved the self and 
limited its developing. Weakening the survivor role freed the 
hatred toward the leader and repaired her early rupture with the 
primary life force energy within herself and with the leader in 
a context of containment and repair. In subsequent sessions, sub-
grouping built on this work with others adding and metabolizing 
hatred and repairing ruptures with themselves and the leader. 
Weakening the early adaptations to ruptures in the here-and-now 
enabled the members, subgroup, and whole group to begin repair-
ing with the self, the leader, and their early parenting figures. This 
work facilitated the member and the group to “metabolize hatred 
into fellowship [which] results in a different potential for commu-
nication” (Agazarian, 2012, p. xxiii) and builds resources for the 
intimacy phase work.

Working with Ruptures in the Intimacy Phase

A few sessions later, this group transitioned into the intimacy phase 
exploring affiliative/attachment survivor roles, related to early rup-
tures in care-seeking/care-giving. Members first identify these survivor 
roles as triggered in the group, name their role, find curiosity about it, 
and explore how to make a repair with that part of one’s self. These 
steps start the process of repairing and developing the closed survivor 
roles and building the containment for the essential implicit, emo-
tional development.

Intimacy Phase Transcript. Some of this implicit work is captured in this 
transcript. 
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Randy: So, hearing that “the lid boy role” is here, you’re more relaxed? 
John: Yeah. 
Randy: I have the image of a little, of my old role being here too. That also 

makes me settle a bit. I actually have him in a little bed here. Please 
don’t shout so much that he wakes up. Anybody else? [repairing by 
learning to comfort this “role” in himself] 

Ruth: You want your little boy to be in bed with Marie and the others, and 
you want the group to work quietly so he doesn’t wake up? 

Randy: So, he won’t take over. So, he can be here resting, not taking over. 
Ruth: So, he can be here, and the role doesn’t take over. You don’t want to 

go into that “taking over” role. You want your little boy to be here 
and with little Marie and the others, sarcophagus girl, lid boy, visa 
girl. You don’t want him to be woken up and take over. 

Randy: Mm-hmm [affirmative]. That’s right. Thank you. 
Ruth: And the piece I’m trying to work at the moment is, am I enough 

here to support the group going onto other work. I notice I’m going 
toward that masochistic part of my role that gives up for the benefit 
of the group, even if it hurts me. Anyone else? 

Randy: So, you notice that you have a tendency to choose the fork-in-the- 
road to give up and go masochistic. Go back into a painful place and 
let the group have the space. 

Ruth: To give up what I want. 
Randy: Give up what you want [Ruth nods]. I take my pain out of the group. 

The subgroup I would like to ask for is anyone else taking things 
personal and taking pain out of the group for themselves. Anybody 
else? 

John: You want to be joined on taking things personally, taking your pain 
and walk away with it? 

Randy: And go inside myself. 
John: And go inside yourself [Randy nods]. Yeah. I join on that, and I uh, 

I, I, my pain is in my ears, and you trigger it, and I carry it myself. 
And whenever I take it out of here, I don’t get it. And it’s an ache, 
like a screwdriver thing in the ears, listening. And the group trig-
gered it today and it’s like ugh. I take it out, and I really would like 
to take screwdrivers in your ears like this, and you and you. All of 
you that don’t speak with feeling! Speak with feeling! Anyone else? 
[His ache: listening for someone to be there with feeling. Here, 
instead of going to the past role of turning his fury on himself, he 
now focuses it out on those whose words have no feeling, who are 
not there for him.] 
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Cathy: Yes, speak with feeling! [John nods]. I have this pain in my teeth, 
and I want to bite heads off when we’re negotiating with content 
and words without feelings. 

Leader: Explore your impulse. [intervening to the discharge in the tone, 
redirecting to exploring] 

Cathy: I want to bite your ears. [undoing the discharge frees the want for 
contact and closeness] 

Leader: And the feeling of wanting to bite my ears. 
Cathy: I’m going to fill up. I’m filling up with... [pauses] 
Leader: With? 
Cathy: With like soft tendon like ready to pop. It smells. I want to move into 

your ear, like melt with it. Ooh. [beginning to explore the wish to 
merge] 

Leader: And your experience of melting with my ear? 
Cathy: It’s soft. I want to move into it and just, I would like to completely let 

go. Like, no boundaries. I relate completely, no boundaries. Like, 
I want to touch your ears. I want to touch your whole body, move 
toward it. And I want you to look at me. 

Leader: Make plenty of room for the experience of your want and fill up 
with it. 

Cathy: Little dizzy, now relaxing. Ah. A warm stomach. Warm and trem-
bling. Anyone else? 

Ruth: Melting into Leader? 
Cathy: I am soft and relaxed. 
Ruth: Soft and relaxed and find yourself. 
Cathy: And I’m warm. 
Ruth: Warm. You’re trembling. 
Cathy: Yeah. 
Ruth: My little girl. She’s lying in the big stone coffin, I keep the lid on 

usually to keep her safe. 
Leader: How old is she, Ruth, your role? Ruth: Five. 
Ruth: (crying) And I don’t know if I can trust this group to be kind to her? 

[distrust subgroup] 
Leader: Can you trust you to be kind to her right now and make 

a relationship with her? 
Ruth: Yeah. Leader: So that she has you to relate to and not just the 

granite. 
Ruth: She’s got a mattress with her. 
Leader: That was clever of her to bring a mattress with her. 
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Ruth: I gave it to her. 
Leader: What else does she need from you, besides the mattress? Ask her. 

She will tell you. 
Ruth: She needs me to lift her out and hold her. 
Leader: Find out if she’s ready for that. Ask her. Let her tell you. [activating 

her explorer role] 
Ruth: She’s ready. I’m not sure I am. 
Leader: Well, what is in the way of your being ready to make contact? 
Ruth: I look around, and if she’s out of her protective sarcophagus, I don’t 

know if I can protect her from the group. 
Leader: You don’t know yet? 

The subgroup continues resonating with each other, exploring 
their early roles and the underlying wishes to melt with the leader 
for security and closeness or the distrust that led to closing off for 
safety. All are opening to the containing and co-regulating flow of 
the subgrouping, exploring the fantasy of feeling both held and 
holding each other, implicitly repairing early there-and-then rup-
tures in the here-and-now. Both roles typifying the early attach-
ment adaptations to ruptures in the care-giving/care-seeking 
system are being explored, the wish to be as close as possible 
and to stay alone for safety similar to Hopper’s (2003) work on 
annihilation.

IN CLOSING

Systems-centered’s method of functional subgrouping builds repair-
ing subsystems in a group and establishes the norm of ongoing repair 
of the inevitable ruptures that are a normal part of group work. This 
makes a secure base of containment for undoing the closed survivor 
roles (both social and affiliative/attachment) and role locks that 
repeat the past adaptations to rupture in the authority and intimacy 
phases in the here-and-now of the group work. Exploring and modify-
ing these roles interrupts the repetition and builds here-and-now 
repairs in the present and begins the work of developing the past 
roles so that the inherent, vital connection to the life force and 
exploratory drive can be restored and freed to fuel the transformative 
system development.
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We end with a last excerpt from this same group: a member brings in 
a dream that captures the heart of the group’s ongoing work in undoing, 
developing, and transforming the past survivor roles so that the free life 
force energy can fuel the members and the group. In this, the roles that 
originally enabled survival are now developing in the reparative contain-
ment of the subgrouping and whole group transformation. 

Steven: Okay, so last night I dreamt that I was with a rock and roll band 
and that I was being invited to play with them, to join them. 
I don’t play guitar. I sing but I don’t play guitar and I was so 
excited about playing in a rock and roll band and being onstage, 
I just thought, you know. That’s where the dream ended. Anyone 
else? 

Steven: Just seemed like it was a dream not just for me but for us. 
Daphney: You had a dream and you had a big want to bring in the dream. 

And, in the dream you are invited with a rock and roll band to 
play the guitar 

Steven: Yeah. 
Daphney: And you don’t play a guitar and you’ve got your hands on the 

chords. 
Steven: And to sing. 
Daphney: And to sing, right. 
Steven: And I do sing. 
Daphney: You do sing, yes, yes. You’ve got your hands on the chords, you 

played the guitar, it sounded beautiful. 
Steven: Mm-hmm [affirmative]. But only one chord. 
Daphney: One chord only, have I got you? 
Steven: Then I thought, I wasn’t sure if I was going to play with them or 

not play with them or what should I do, it’s kind of silly to be up 
there, but then I just said, “You know, I really want to be in a rock 
and roll band. I would love to be in a rock and roll band.” 
[implicitly identifying his fork-in-the-road between his obsessing 
role or instead choosing connecting to his want] 

Daphney: So, you didn’t know if you were going to play or you were not going 
to play but you knew you really wanted to be in a rock and roll band? 

Steven: Oh yeah. Absolutely. Thank you. 
Daphney: Thank you. So, I want to bring in my experience. It is not sadness, 

it’s just overflowing. The tears are just … I feel a little bit on the 
edge of the unknown and I don’t know what’s going on. 
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Leader: So, stay curious. 
Daphney: Yeah. I am curious. The work of Steven really touched me. 

I feel … Let’s not do it on my own. The work of Steven brought 
me with a deep dive into a feeling of wanting and just before that 
I noticed a role where I don’t know who I am and the only thing 
I know in that role, it’s connected to the premature adult, the only 
thing I know from that role is that I look at Leader. Well, I don’t 
look at Leader, but I look at the rules and I look at the group and 
that’s the only information I get and I have to do it right. I don’t 
know what I want. I don’t know who I am. I still don’t really know 
but I know, I know. That’s the work of Steven. I really love looking 
at you. It’s so good to know. So, I know. I don’t have the thoughts 
of what you are all thinking or what Leader is thinking or writing. 
Okay, I know I could spoil this but, just want to stay with you, I 
enjoyed that too. [D. drops the eye contact she was making with 
Cathy and looks down instead.] 

Leader: Don’t drop what you want. 
Daphney: I don’t know what I want, maybe I do. I noticed a role that was 

working on pushing. 
Leader: You wanted to stay with Cathy and then you left. 
Daphney: Yeah, yeah, and I really want to stay with Cathy and then I went 

into “be perfect” or “good nice girl who follows the rules” and 
include the group and I don’t want to include the group. Then 
I go so fast. Let’s go. Then I lose myself again. This is not now. 
Now I know, I want to stay with you Cathy. I don’t want to push 
myself. What I want is just to see. Give myself time for something 
we do together and I am. Yeah. I like that I see your emotion and 
I like what I see when I see tears and I see happiness. It’s like 
looking in a mirror. I feel really warm suddenly. Yet, it’s really 
hard to stay authentic and not go with the rules. So, I’m checking 
if I’m ready to say goodbye or that’s just my rules-role again. It’s 
shifting. I’m getting curious. So, I’m just saying it out loud. I’m 
curious where the group is going to go. Yeah. It’s okay for them to 
come in again. That’s, yeah, I can feel this, not the rules. 
Goodbye. Hi. I see you playing. 

Steven: I am, yeah. I’d be damn good. 
Daphney: Yes, yes, that’s actually in my mind. It sounds really beautiful. 

You’re rocking it. 
Steven: Oh. You got it. 
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Daphney: Yeah. So, what I find is my joy, beneath all the roles there’s, it’s the 
joy of finding me and finding you. It’s, yeah, a lot of “no words.” 
Anyone else? 

Cindy: Daphney, his rock and roll dream takes you into a deep dive into 
what do you want. 

Daphney: My want. 
Cindy: Your want. You don’t know what you want. You know you know but 

you don’t know. 
Daphney: Yeah, I know what I want. I know what I want. 
Cindy: You know what you want. Joy. 
Daphney: And that’s the deep dive. Beneath everything I know what I want. 

Great joy finding it. 
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